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the autocrat never broke through. This is all the more re-
markable since here in the pomp of these ceremonies the
unapproachable majesty of the Emperor found its fullest
expression. Constantine Porphyrogenitus indeed, who
personally supervised the composition of a 'Book of Cere-
monies', gives the motive for this activity, which he classes
among the necessary duties; he states that the imperial
power shines in greater splendour and rises to greater dignity
through a laudable ceremonial; and thus foreigners as well
as his own subjects are filled with admiration. This Book of
Ceremonies has rightly been called the codification of Court
ceremonial and recognized as an essential characteristic of
Byzantine statesmanship. The details of the ceremonies
which were obligatory on all sorts of occasions pass in a
lengthy catalogue before the reader, as for instance the pro-
cessions at important Church feast-days, the solemn formali-
ties of festivals in the imperial family, the reception of
ambassadors, and the part taken by the Court in traditional
popular festivities. Whether the matter in hand was the
coronation of the Emperor or merely one of His Majesty's
excursions, the investiture of a high dignitary or a Court
dinner party, all the arrangements were predetermined down
to the last detail, with particulars of the time and place, the
circle of those taking part, their dress, their behaviour, and
their words of salutation. These fixed rules were laid down
for the Emperor from the moment of his accession to the
throne; they surrounded an imperial prince from the cradle
to the grave. The christenings and the celebration of birth-
days and weddings follow these rules in the same inevitable
way as the funerals and the Court mourning. The attendance
of a large imperial household, of numerous dignitaries and
servants, of palace guards and of the people, the order of
precedence which was always observed, all combined to
increase the conservative effect. We discover the importance
of such institutions when reading the kktorokgion of the
AtnklineS) the Court marshal, Philotheus, which is a treatise
on the regulations governing precedence at a Court dinner
in the year 899. Further proof of the strength of a tradition
of many centuries which lasted until the Empire's fall may
be seen in the fact that, as late as the fourteenth century, at a

